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Matt Rogers

I've been climbing for three years. Being in school makes it really difficult

to rock climb as frequent not rock climb. Being in school makes it difficult

to climb as frequently as I'd like to. I've been rock climbing for three

years. I've been climbing for three years. School makes it really difficult to

balance both rock climbing and school. School makes it difficult to climb

as frequently as I would like to. I'm going into nursing so that I have a job

to live rather than live to have a job. I'm going into nursing so that I have

some flexibility with my schedule in order to get to climb as frequently as

I would like to. So I would like to live in a way that I can do what I enjoy

rather than living in a way to accumulate things that I do not enjoy. I went

to construct a life I would like to construct a lifestyle so that I can live to

climb. Indoor climbing is really everything that works up to outdoor

climbing because once I get a chance to outdoor climb outdoor climbing

is the gold and the mecca of climbing for me. Outdoor climbing is gold.

We are at Jamestown Cragg and it is a place that is owned and

maintained by climbers. We are at Jamestown Cragg and this is a place

that is owned by climbers and maintained by donation. Jamestown has

lots of support coming in. Jamestown has a lot of potential. There are a

lot of support climbing routes here. My ideal day for rock climbing is to

wake up early in the morning and see the sunrise. As I approach and. My

ideal day of climbing is to wake up early in the morning and see the

sunrise. My ideal day for rock climbing is to wake up early in the morning

see the sun rise and get an early start. The approach to the route is one

of the bigger things that captured me into rock climbing. It gives me a

chance to meditate to think about what I'm about to do as I get to the

rock. When I get to the rock I usually put down all my bags and just look
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Matt Rogers (continued)

up and really just take in where I am and I put on my shoes and strap all

my equipment on and I tie myself to the rock and get going. So there's

something about approaching the rock and just touching the rock that

really just brings me closer with the rock and with nature. I get the

chance to the opportunity to look up and just see what I'm about to

conquer. And sometimes it gives you like chills. It's pretty cool. To me

rock climbing isn't necessarily how hard you can climb or what grade of

what grade of rock you can climb it's just really about touching each hold

and just. And I guess challenging yourself to be better than you were last

time. It's about the whole experience. There's something about climbing.

It's just that continues to draw me in. And it's just addicting. There's

something about rock climbing that just continues to pull me in. The. It's

an addiction. Just getting from point A to Point B. I'm addicted to the

experience. I'm addicted to the experience. I'm addicted to the

experience. There is a point in routes when you get to a really difficult

part, but if you don't commit to it and know you're going to get it you're

not going to get it. You have to commit. When you mess up on a route and

fall, you just have to get right back on it. At the end of a perfect day of

climbing is to look at the sunset and top out on the route and just finish

off with an awesome view. The end of a perfect day, is to top out on the

route and come down and just to enjoy the sunset with a bunch of

friends. The end of a perfect day is to top out of a rout and to come down

enjoy the sunset. B-Headwear found me on Instagram and I really

appreciated my stuff. So now I climb for them. It's really encouraging as

an athlete to be supported by by people and I love B-Head Wear because

they support athletes. It's really cool to be supported as an athlete. And I
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Matt Rogers (continued)

love B headwear because they support rock climbers and I love B

headwear because they support rock climbers. The sponsorship is really

cool because I get I just keep climbing and do what I enjoy. I'm not in it for

the sponsorships. I'm in it for the experience. We tight, me and B

headwear. We tight. I love B headwear because they support rock

climbers. B-Headwear has an assortment of products. Their main product

line is the beanie with the speakers built in and it has Bluetooth.

Bluetooth benies are really great for rock climbers because it gives them

the opportunity to cut the cord. I'm Matt Rogers and I'm a rock climber.

Iʼm Matt Rogers and I'm a rock climber. B headwear has partnered with

me in order to encourage my passion of rock climbing. B headwear has

partnered with me to encourage my passion of rock climbing. Every route

is worth it. Every route is worth it. The approach gives me a chance to

meditate and think about what I'm about to do. I'm Mike Rogers and I'm a

rock climber. Rock climbing gives me an opportunity to be in nature and

just appreciate God's hands. Being in nature and rock climbing are just

complimentary to appreciating what God has given to us. Being in nature

and rock climbing. Being in nature and rock climbing is complementary to

God's handiwork and just being able to appreciate what God has given us.

I love rocks. I really. I like this rock. I like that rock. I just rock.
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